
Watch Your Mind Maps in Style with Mind Vector
For Apple Watch
Mind Vector, the No. 1 choice of 1 Million
+ users worldwide is now available on
the Apple Watch. Use the app on iPhone,
iPad, Mac, Web, Android or Apple Watch.

GROTON, CONNECTICUT, UNITED
STATES, September 27, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Following the
successful release of Mind Vector on
iPhone, iPad, Mac and Web, i2e
Consulting has launched its specialist
mind mapping app on the Apple Watch.
Already a hit among mind mapping users
for brainstorming ideas, the Apple Watch

edition of Mind Vector is sure to capture the imagination of the users who like to view their plans on
the go. 

Currently the app is available for Free on the Apple Watch and users will be able to view their mind
maps, all the nodes, links and notes on the Watch. As of now, only two other mind mapping apps are
available on the Apple Watch, which gives Mind Vector the advantage of being an early bird in the
Apple Watch arena.

Mind Vector has a loyal user base of more than 1 Million+ users, most of whom are based in the
United States. i2e Consulting is confident that the launch of Mind Vector on the Apple Watch will
contribute in improving the productivity of Apple Watch users globally.

The app is extremely easy to use and works wonderfully as an on-the-go companion with an iPhone. 

With the availability of Mind Vector on Apple Watch, users can now view their entire mind maps in the
list format on their watch. This makes it truly simple to watch the mind map on the go. Availability of
the app on Apple Watch is particularly useful if the user wants to check which image, link or notes
they had attached on the various nodes of the map.

About i2e Consulting LLC: i2e Consulting LLC is a well-known software development company,
specializing in the development of Project management and mind mapping apps on multi-platforms.
Mind Vector is the flagship product of the company that has earned for itself a unique name among
mind mappers across the globe. Mind Vector was recently featured in appPicker, Stack Social and
Cult of Mac.
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